Five Artist Groups To Play In Phi Beta Kappa Hall

Opening of series on February 21 will be the Mozart Trio with a program of eighteenth century vocal music.

On March 21 the series will bring the Williamsburg String Quartet, pianist, who will present a program of works by Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert and Mendelssohn. A group of Chopin works and Sullivan music in the Gershwin tradition.

Stanley Weiser, violinist, who is guest of the Kappa Delta and Bernardine's New York City Symphony, will play at the annual year's International Talent competition, will perform in Phi Beta Kappa Hall on April 1. One week later, Stanfield Austin, cellist, will present a program which includes the Tchaikovsky Variations on a Regal Theme with the solo cellist of the Pittsburgh Symphony and the Vienna Philharmonic.

The series will close on May 18 with a performance by Reginald Salter, pianist, who will present a program of music by Schubert and Brahms.

This series of concerts is being organized on a membership basis and music has the endorsement of the community; it is published here at the invitation of the faculty members and representatives of the community it is currently being formed. Its membership will be announced at an early date.

Dr. Pomfret Presents Degrees To Last Mid Year Graduates

Susanne Sherman Receives Concluding February Diploma

By Dick Dallas

Susanne Sherman became the last February graduate of the College of William and Mary when she stepped to the stage of Phi Beta Kappa Hall last Friday to receive the degree, Master of Arts. Dr. Pomfret presented the degree to each graduate in a series of short ceremonies which followed the conclusion of the musical selection which opened the meeting.

The presentation of Mrs. Sherman's degree by Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college, concluded the confering of degrees upon all the届毕业生 in the last largest, mid-year class in the school's history.

Mrs. Sherman is the wife of Roger D. Sherman, the fine arts chairman of the college. Though she received her B.A. in 1945, her education has always been interested in the theater. This year she selected the highly acclaimed Post-Reformation Drama in Virginia, 1714-1858, for her thesis. It is this new in the college library, contains many foreign languages, and represents two years of her research. She is a junior Yale Drama School, and has stage design work for a summer production.

Costume Designer

The costume for The Common Man's Guide to the Affairs of Statesmen and for other Restoration plays was designed by Mrs. Sherman.

W&M Will Celebrate 257th Birthday

Special elections to fill the vacancies created by the three highest percentage of ex-service-

The announcement today by Robert K. Richards, chairman of the Department of Voice of Democracy, that he will close the full week of the Voice of Democracy's Round-the-World Peace through International Theatre and Academy, is to announce today's event, announced today by Robert K. Richards, chairman of the Voice of Democracy committee awards and entertainment for the broadcast, will close a full week of four high school students who won the national winners of the Voice of America's round-the-world peace through international theatre, will be heard on Monday, February 27.

W&M Will Celebrate 257th Birthday

W&M Will Celebrate 257th Birthday

The College of William and Mary, one of the earliest colleges in the United States, will be celebrated its 257th birthday February 8. The college has been chartered three times since 1693, and has been in continuous operation since 1695, 59 years after England granted a charter, established the Christian faith may be propagated amongst the Western Indians. In the Christian faith may be propagated amongst the Western Indians.

The state took over control of the college in 1960 and has maintained its operation since.

(Continued on Page 10)
THE FLAT HAT

Report From Exeter

(Dick Beatty is Williams and Mary's student attending Exeter under the exchange scholarship. Beatty is a 1940 graduate of the College of William and Mary, and this is a letter he wrote for the FLAT HAT. It is in a series of two continuous articles. The second will be published in next week's FLAT HAT.)

By Dick Beatty

The University College of the Sacred Institute of Exeter is an external college of the University of London, and students here pursue an unusually wide range of subjects which emanate from London. Unlike many English colleges, it operates on a very limited budget and a system of methods of instruction is based

ately, or at least in some of the United States.

However, classes here differ greatly from those at Williams. It is a system of small classes, and there is generally little or no rapport between students during the course of a class. Professor, their black boards flying
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Pictures Untrue Employment Situation

The American delegation to the World Youth and Student Festival in Hungary pictured the United States to the other delegates as a place where most young people "have no job at all," and walked the streets in search of employment, according to an article in the current issue of The Saturday Evening Post (Feb. 17).

In an article entitled "How Our Cummies Defame America Abroad," Vic Reinemer, a Montana University graduate, gives a detailed factual report on the distorted picture of the United States presented by the American delegation to the 10,000 other delegates from all over the world. Reinemer was a member of a small minority group in the delegation which attempted unsuccessfully to have the truth told about conditions in the United States.

Reinemer reports that a brochure, printed in four languages and distributed to other delegates at a cultural presentation by the American delegation, said in its introduction: "In a time of developing economic crisis, the fear of us lucky enough to land jobs face-violating wages, insecure seniority, steady success and campaigns of terror and sabotage against us unions. But the greater part of our young people have no jobs at all, and walk the streets in search of employment. Many of us are former servicemen, our present veterans' alliances exhausted, our poverty dreams of full employment smashed. To the ever louder demand of our youth for jobs, all Wall Street can answer is: 'Join the Army.'"

At the Festival Exhibition Hall, Reinemer wrote, "the American display featured a picture of the Statue of Liberty behind bars."

"Another," he continues, "was a holed figure hanging a Negro, photographs of slums represented American housing. Well, like most Americans, I'm not very good at slavery or of the Ku Klux Klan, and I'm not surprised when communists play them up. But I was surprised to see these things presented by the American delegation as typical of our country. A number of us felt that our display should show something more positive about the United States as well as those blunders. But we didn't get to first base with that idea."

Letters To The Editor

Dear Sir:

The Richmond Times-Dispatch is sponsoring a newspaper poll to name an All-Time, All-State Football Team. Ballots are printed daily, which may be filled in and sent to the Richmond newspaper, in care of the All-Time, All-State Team.

The poll will include players also in the "men of Virginia football," which is said to have begun in 1910. This era was ushered in by the famed "Flying Squads." Barry ballots submitted to the newspaper team to favor players in the pre-war period, and the early twenties. Few players of the post World War II have been mentioned, with the exception of Willlam, and Mary's Tommy Thompson, who operated in the center position from 1948-1951.

Student publications, namely the Virginia Tech paper, are campaigning for the submission of athletes from their own schools, publishing a list of suggested selections. They, however, claim that players from other schools should be added on the ballots if they are worthy.

I suggest that William and Mary students get on the ball and plug a few of our star players of past years. We have dozens of the All-State teams for several years until last fall, and we didn't do badly then. It would be a shame if, due to mass balloting, a large number of players from one school were named to the team, keeping off more deserving players from other schools.

Let's make sure that such players as Marvin Bass, Glenn Knowl, Bob Longacre, Garrard Ramsey, Jack Cloud, Vito Ragazzo, Art Matsu, Fud Warrington, Ollie Douglas, Jack Freeman and others make the team.

Sincerely yours,
(Names withheld by request)

Bulletin Board

The Interfraternity Council announced last week that non-fraternity men will not be allowed to the lodges from 13 midnight, February 13, to 12 noon, February 14. * * * *

The new office hours of the Dean of Women are as follows: Monday, Wednesday and Friday—1:30-4:30 p.m.; Tuesday—9:30 a.m.-12 noon; and Saturday—9:30 a.m.-12 noon.

Any students interested in operating the retro-cocktail entertainment at the Spring Hop on March 17 and 18 may contact Bob Carter at the Lamba Chi lodge, or call 9114.

Margaret Fitz, piano instructor in the fine arts department, will present a piano recital in the second of a series of faculty concerts on Thursday, February 16, in Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

Ray Minor, senior history major at William and Mary and co-editor of The College of William and Mary Magazine, will be included in the second edition of Who Knows — And What, as an authority on recited American popular verses Who Knows — And What is published by the publishers of Who's Who.

Famous Epitaphs

By Hugh Harnett

...but I think you're wrong, Deane!...
Cagemen To Clash With Three Top SC Quintets

Battle N. C. State Tonight In Norfolk:
Meet Techmen, North Carolina Here

By Ralph Francis

Tonight the William and Mary Indians initiate the toughest week of the season as they face powerful N. C. State in the Norfolk Coliseum. Saturday VPI's Techmen Journey to Washington, North Carolina's White Phantoms will furnish the climax at Bluer Gym.

All four teams will probably receive invitations to the Southern Conference Tournament and each has a player in the race for the conference scoring championship. Randolph Bass, of State, Tech's "Hawk" Tilson, North Carolina's Nemo Nearman, and our own Chet Giermak are the four leading contenders for the coveted crown. All four are closely bunched and these three games may well determine the final sentence.

Coach Barry Wilson is pulling for an uptick tonight, but until the Waverly off form, an upset seems unlikely. Set shot artist Marvin Bass, Tech's Dick Engler and center Paul Horvath give Coach Ernie Cass's squad one of the best scoring trios in the country. The Redskins booties from Raleigh were rather slick, but weak in the nation and don't stand a chance against the Indians.

But a red-hot Indian aggregation could possibly bend them their fourth defeat of the year and knock them out of first place in the Southern Conference. Coach Tech's red heat will probably be held toTilson, a battle of strong, SW's.

Show Gym may see in best bas­ketball game of the year Monday night when William N. C. State's leading champion, has certainly been the most improved team in the League, and that the Terps are close to the probable most untalented team in the League. At the center's end, the white Phantoms have4-4, but at the center Coach Wilson is the team that will probably have the most improved team in the League. At the center's end, the white Phantoms have, but at the center the year, they are the team that will probably be the most improved team in the League. Thus far, the Terps are close to the probable most untalented team in the League.

Tilson was known as a team with no scoring streak. These wins, four of them in a row, have virtually assured them of a spot in the conference tournament next month.

Before the exams began, the Braves blazed VMI 63-45, defeated Hampton 94-89 on Saturday by a score of 64-56. Not all by adventures the Indians rallied in the second half and tied the game at 60-60. The Statesmen have lost once in the conference, have the best scoring trios in the country. The Redskins booties from Raleigh were rather slick, but weak in the nation and don't stand a chance against the Indians.

But a red-hot Indian aggregation could possibly bend them their fourth defeat of the year and knock them out of first place in the Southern Conference. Coach Tech's red heat will probably be held to Tilson, a battle of strong, SW's.
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**Indians, Cavaliers To Renew Dormant Grid Rivalry**

Spring Drills Open For Tribe Gridmen As Changes Loom

Spring football practice got underway yesterday, and Coach R. N. "Bobby" McCray announced that the W&M football place will be filled in style—yes, the "New Look."

"We don't contemplate switching to a "T,"" stated McCray, "but we will work with three new formations. There are the single wing "T," the double wing and the "Flash Formation.""

The last mentioned formation is the one Southern Methodists used against Notre Dame with such great success last year.

Some 65 men reported for the first day's workout which stressed fundamentals. In the six-week drill period, McCray and his assistants have the job of trying to replace Jack Cloud, George Hughes, Lou Creelman, Buddy Lee, Donny and Randy Evans, Frank O'Pella, Jim McDowell and Ralph Floyd, who have all completed their eligibility.

**Army's 'Mr. Outside' To Visit Reservation**

Lieutenant Glenn W. Davis, Army's famed football player, is expected to pay a visit to the Reservation this Saturday and watch the VPI-W&M basketball game that night.

Davis, the "Mr. Outside" of West Point's great 1947 championship teams, is now stationed at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland.

Last week the gridiron hero was slightly hurt when his car plunged off a Virginia highway and over a 45-foot embankment. Davis remarked to police afterward that he was "mighty lucky" to escape with only a bruised ankle.

**Bob Benjamin Gives Tribe Strength Under Backboard; Improving Rapidly**

Bob Benjamin, lanky Tribe forward, has been drawing praise from all sections of the campus for his excellent work in the backcourt.

Generally all basketball talk centers around this 6'3" junior from Indiana, the basketball center of the nation.

"Bob has developed into one of the best rebounders in the league and also has managed to score nine or ten points a game," commented Coach "Barney" Wilson after the George Washington game. Later Coach Wilson went on to say, "he is one of the most valuable players on the team, because if you don't rebound, you can't score."

**Eroding On Defense**

Assistant coach "Tip" Downing says Bob improves every game. Also he commented on Benjamin's defensive ability by pointing out that he held John Moffet, George Washington high scorer, to two points, and in the Charleston trip Bob kept Boston Hally's high scorer, Sholby Green, out of double figures for the first time in his career.

His value to the team was clearly seen when he was absent for three games prior to the George Washington encounter due to a chipped knee bone. During his absence the Tribe fell into a slump and were completely out-classed under the backboard, with his return to action last week a noticeable change came over Coach Wilson's quintet. With Bob back the Tribe is pressing the charge.

**ARMOR SHIRTS & TIES**

**Thieme's Dining Room**

Across from Blow Gym

**SUNDAY DINNER 12:00 P.M. — 8:00 P.M.**

**DINNER 5:00 P.M. — 8:30 P.M.**

**CLOSED TUESDAYS**

SMOKE OUT TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

**SC Officials Modify Two Minute Ruling**

Last week the basketball coaches at their annual meeting decided to apply a new rule to prevent the fouling and stalling in the final minutes of the game. But the rule itself has been added to, and in some areas completely disregarded, so that the poor fan and sometimes the players don't know if the rule is being used.

Thirteen, as are all Southern Conference schools, is now using the rule set up by the SC officials but the coaching staff of any foul committed in the last two minutes of a game is offensively-run under "flagrant or deliberate" instead of the "rebond." The ball is put in play from the rear of the court and play is continued from the rear of the court until the offensive team gains possession.
Frost Cagers Split; Nip Maroons 50-46, Fall To Naval Flyers

Booming back after an 81-70 defeat at the hands of the Norfolk Naval Flyers, the freshman bas ket ball squad edged Newport News Ap no-46 for their fifth win in eight scheduled games.

Playing with a vacation-depleted squad, the Indians had a tough fight all the way in the App ren tice Day, and only through the work of Bill Chambers and Bob Lassus were they able to pull the game out of the fire and defeat the Maroons by four points.

The hoop travelers will wind up their season schedule on the road. They will tackle the tough Norfolk Division five to four points, and 24 hours later will take on the court against Hopewell High School.

The Indians have already defeated both opponents in earlier sessions, but both were hard fought games. The frost hoop ers will wind up their season in Richmond, February 21.

Benjamin

(Continued from Page 5)

was elected basketball captain on his senior year. He entered WaM in February, 1948, and immediately started playing collegiate basketball.

Due to a Southern Con ference ruling, he was declared in eligible for the first semester last year. Beginning his eligibility the second semester, he worked his way up the ladder until he had become a starter at the Southern Conference Tournament.

Leeds Team In Free Throws

Benjamin, seldom flashy but always consistent, prefers one hand shots from around the free throw circle and has maintained a shooting average of 74%, which is good in anyone's league. He now leads the team in free throws with an 80 per cent average. When asked about other teams, the 20 year old Hoosier remarked:

"I think N. C. State is probably the best team we will face all year. (Most of the State players also have been imported from Hoo sierville.) He rates Wake Forest's Al McCutcher as one of the best men he has seen this year in conference play.

Judging from his constant improvement, he should be one of the Southern Conference stars next year. This sharp-shoot ing Indian from Indiana is making in business, and is a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fra zeity.
New Locks, Lockers Added To Blow Gym

New lockers and lots have been added to the dressing room of Blow Gym during the examination period, and are now ready for use.

Men desiring the 144 lockers have the new combination locks may see Tom Mikula of the physical education department, who is in charge of assigning the lockers. Also, 100 new lock bas­kets have been installed for freshmen and sophomore physical education classes. These new lock bas­kets are located near the showers.

Intramural Action To Resume As Handball Pairings And Basketball Slate Are Posted

Intramurals move back into ac­tion tomorrow with a two-week layoff due to exams. Howard Smith, Director of intramurals, has posted the handball pairings and has released the 1800 basketball schedule which begins tomorrow.

The rules governing the play in the basketball leagues shall be the official collegiate regulations except that games shall be of two 25-minute halves with a five minute intermission between halves. After 12 minutes of the second half, there shall be a referee’s intermission. Overtime periods shall last three minutes after one minute intermission.

A game shall be forfeited if either team is not on the floor two minutes after the scheduled time. The team appearing first on the schedule is the home team, and the manager or captain of that team must secure officials, a linesman, scorekeeper and is responsible for the signing out of jerseys, stop watch, etc. The game shall be forfeited if the above are not provided.

Basketball Managers

Managers of the fraternity teams are as follows: Donald Barnes, Lambda Chi; Stretch Vencen, Kappa Sig; Don Beckett, Theta Chi; Joe Giordano, SAE; Ted Al­dress, Phi Alpha; Ted Johnson, Phi Alpha; Tim Creevy, Sigma Rho; Ollie Jones, Sigma Pi; H. T. Wardwell, KA; Ed Friedman, Pi Lambda and Martin Rosenman, Phi Alpha.

The 11 independent teams are roped by the following men: Michael Baer, Cardinals; Jack McCarthy, Lion Cub; Don Danzey, Rebels; Jake Gamble, Sigma Rho; Worrall Raymond, Monarch; Bob Jenning, Flat Hat; Don DeCon, Rubber Gut; Jack McNeil, Virginia Hams; Law­son, Blue Bullet; Ronald Barnes, Lamby Pies; and Hugh Dishmoyer, Sigma Pi.

Handball Deadlines

All first-round matches in handball must be played off by February 14. The deadline for the second round is February 28.

Courts may be reserved by contacting the supervising room attendant. All matches are the best out of three, and the final scores of all games must be given to the superv­ising room attendant.

Tournament

This afternoon Phil Dulaczy of Pi Epsilon, Alpha; and Fred account of an outside-pound championship that he won last year when he posted 46 of 80 from the foul line. The 11 independent teams are roped by the following men: Michael Baer, Cardinals; Jack McCarthy, Lion Cub; Don Danzey, Rebels; Jake Gamble, Sigma Rho; Worrall Raymond, Monarch; Bob Jenning, Flat Hat; Don DeCon, Rubber Gut; Jack McNeil, Virginia Hams; Lawson, Blue Bullet; Ronald Barnes, Lamby Pies; and Hugh Dishmoyer, Sigma Pi.

Handball Deadlines

All first-round matches in handball must be played off by February 14. The deadline for the second round is February 28.

Courts may be reserved by contacting the supervising room attendant. All matches are the best out of three, and the final scores of all games must be given to the superv­ising room attendant.
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Vets To Receive Insurance Before June 30, 1950

The Veterans Administration, which commemorated on January 31 mailing out the first of about 10 million checks for the special dividend on National Service Life Insurance, warned War Il: veterans who have not received the check to the VA if the check is not received as soon as possible.

The checks are being mailed in the order of the processing of the claims for the dividend. The VA will notify the public when the dividend is being mailed.

If a veteran who receives the check wants to make a cash withdrawal at the time the check is mailed, the VA will notify him of the amount of the dividend and how the cash withdrawal will be made.

If a veteran who has not received his dividend check has not received his acknowledgment card from the VA, the VA will notify him of the dividend and how the acknowledgment card will be mailed.

If a veteran who has not received his dividend check has not received his acknowledgment card from the VA, the VA will notify him of the dividend and how the acknowledgment card will be mailed.

--- Greek Letters ---

Recently elected officers of Pi Lambda Phi are Bill Lebruck, president; Ed Kimball, vice-president; Jerry Kagen, secretary; Al Reisfeld, treasurer; Larry Slifker, social chairman, and David Ziegler, sorority-at-large. Jerry Koplan was chosen pledge captain.

--- Other Clubs ---

The Chi Omega will hold its annual dance on Friday, February 10, in the Padda Room.

Allied Youth To Receive

Romantic Educators

Aid to All Youths

The most popular activity of Allied Youth this season will be the Valentine's Day dance on Friday, February 10, in the Pagoda Room of Allied Youth House.

Spending the night recently at the Delta Delta Delta house were Lee Granger, Barbara Boyd, Jockie Strong, B. A. Boyd, Terry Stewart, Ann Shields, Lorraine Corrigan, Robert Miller and Vinnie Smith. Ann Angle visited the house the week end.
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A.A.A.A. Announces Advertising Exam

The fourth annual A.A.A.A. Examination for Advertising will be held in New York on February 18 and 19, 1950, and it is announced this week by the New York Council of the American Association of Advertising Agencies.

The Examination is intended for students in their final year in college and for people who are under 35 years of age. Persons already working for advertising agencies are not eligible.

The Examination consists of a series of aptitude—temperament tests compiled by specialists in personal testing and a group of optional tests of practical knowledge developed by New York advertising agencies.

The aptitude—temperament section of the Examination will be held on Saturday, February 18. Additional tests of practical knowledge for people training or experience in advertising will be given on the following Saturday.

As in previous years, a fee of $15 will be charged to cover part of the cost of the Examination. Additional information and applications may be obtained from the A.A.A.A. Examination Committee, 318 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.

Backdrop Poster Contest

Bill Harper, president of the Backdrop Club, announced that the School of Journalism and Advertising Society are jointly sponsoring a poster contest. Applications blanks will be available in the front lobby of Phi Beta Kappa Hall on February 13 from 12 to 1 p.m. and from 2 to 6 p.m.

For any additional information, applicants may contact Mr. Brummer, chairman of the contest.

---

**THE FLAT HAT**

---

**A.F.R. Announces Wilson New Liaison Officer**

Bernard B. (Barney) Wilson, assistant professor of physical education at the University of Virginia, has been appointed Air Force Reserve Liaison Officer for the College of William and Mary, according to the Air Force Reserve headquarters.

---

**Record Review**

*Editor's Note: The following record preview column is an experiment being made by the college publications, class student editors, and the college publications.*

Iowa Jacquot has developed a popular style of singing that is fresh, frank, and unmistakable. Jacquot's voice has the qualities of a young and talented instrumentalist and some of Illinois's super tone, sexy away is a slow blues murder, and the rest of the band's fans coming back for more. The group's new album, *Victory Songs*, is the followup to the previous Jacquot album, *Rhythm and Blues*. One of the highlights of the same stirring riff drive with some new twists to lend extra punch.

Mindy Carson, whose fame has been skyrocketing up to unstageable heights with breathtaking rapidity, shows once more her own special style of a different facet of her singing personality. This new album, *Black Velvet*, features the vocals of a young and talented instrumentalist and some of Illinois's super tone. Mindy's latest waxing, *Mindy's Third Time Around*, is the followup to the previous album, *Mindy's First Time Around*. One of the highlights of the same stirring riff drive with some new twists to lend extra punch.

---

**NEECE ELECTRIC CO.**

Building & Lumber Supplies

Tel. 713 633 Prince George

---

**Magazine Offers Literary Contest For W&M Women**

Mademoiselle magazine announced the opening of its 1950 college fiction contest for women undergraduates yesterday.

This year there will be two winners, and each will receive a prize for rights and publication in the August Mademoiselle. The magazine reserves the right to buy other acceptable stories at their regular rates.

The contest is open to women throughout the country, and stories which have appeared in undergraduates publications are also acceptable, but only if they have not been published elsewhere.

Manuscripts are to be limited to one story, which will be returned only if accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The manuscripts of the contest will be the editors of the contest, and the winners will be the editors.

Entries may possibly be postmarked no later than midnight, April 15, 1950, and mailed to College Fiction Contest, Mademoiselle, 310 West 43rd Street, New York 1, N. Y.
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Jack Gulley Releases
Student Gift Totals
For March Of Dimes

The contributions of the student
body and faculty to the March of
Dimes Campaign totaled more than
$100, according to Jack Gul­
ley, campus chairman.

The campaign to raise funds
officially ended on January 30.
However, those still interested in
making contributions may carry
them to the various establishments
in town which still have the March of
Dimes "kitty."

"Just over $100 was collected by
the official student representa­
tives," Gulley stated. "However,
he added, "this is no real indica­
tion of how much was contributed
by William and Mary students.

"The dormitories were canvassed
several times by other March of
Dimes collecting groups before the
official campus representatives be­
gan their campaign.

"Although the amount collected
by the campus representatives
seems superficially below par,"
Gulley added, "the students con­
tinued their efforts to their full
potential.

At Hunter and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHERSTFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.

HELENA CARTER
Charming Hunter Alumna, says:
"MILD...MUCH MILD...that's why
I find Chesterfield much more pleasure to smoke."

COSTARING IN
"SOUTH SEA SINNER"
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

The Perfect Valentine Gift...

By
von Dubell Studio
Opp. Brown Hall